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Dear << Test First Name >>, 

With our exciting lineup of New Perspectives - 2017 events just under one month 

away we present a more detailed look at what you can expect to get out of the 

masterclasses and our annual roundtable.  

We look forward to welcoming international scholars Professor Jennifer Clegg (UK), 

Dr Stacy Clifford Simplican (USA) and Dr Jens Ineland (Sweden). These events 

promise to expose all that attend to exciting new perspectives on the important 

issues of support and participation for people with cognitive disabilities. 

Also below are several other short interesting items, including links to newly 

published research on train travel, peer education in spinal cord injuries and a paper 

on supported decision-making that came out last week, among others: 

- Communication difficulty and rail travel.

- Peer health education in spinal cord injury.

- Learning from 5 years of pilots in supported decision making.

- Using life story work with people with cognitive disability.

- A visual summary of four of our projects.

Professor Christine Bigby 

Director, Living with Disability Research Centre. 

Annual Roundtable - Community Participation and People with 

Cognitive Disabilities: How is it understood and what does it 

take to support it? 

Wednesday 01 November 10:00am - 4pm $150 per seat, 

Free to La Trobe staff / Students 

Location: MEL City Campus, 360 Collins Street, 

Level 20,  Teaching rooms 1 & 2 

Concise presentations from researchers followed by intense plenary discussion 

between researchers and practitioners. 

 Dr Stacy Clifford Simplican – Conceptualising community participation -

what are we counting and measuring

 Professor Jennifer Clegg – Living in liquid modernity.

 Dr Ilan Wiesel – Perspectives on inclusion from urban geography -

convivial encounter

 Professor Christine Bigby –Effective interventions for community

participation of people with intellectual disabilities
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 Dr Sian Anderson – What have we learned from case studies of best 

practice community participation programs in Victoria 

 Gordon Duff – How can research inform NDIS policy and approaches to 

community participation 

 Sophia Tipping – Forming and resourcing circles of support – based on 

study of a 'circles of support' program at Inclusion Melbourne 

 Professor Jacinta Douglas – Creating community connections for people 

with acquired brain injury 

 Daniel Leighton – Where do the Local Area Coordination programs fit in 

supporting community participation 

 Dr Jens Ineland – Organisational perspectives on community participation 

 

CONTACT US TO RESERVE A PLACE >  
 

 

 

 

Theorising the practice of support work – a master class  

Tuesday 24 October 10:00am - 4pm, A$50 per seat, 

Free to La Trobe staff / Students 

Location: MEL Bundoora, Room: RLR-101 

 

Dr Stacey Clifford Simplican leads this masterclass to stimulate new ways of 

thinking about direct support work with people with intellectual disability. Drawing 

on empirical research about the tasks and quality of direct support work Clifford 

Simplican uses new theoretical lenses to understand how practice might be 

improved. She uses Tronto’s care theory and Democratic theory to draw out 

perspectives of support work as creative, disruptive and playful that can challenge 

the exclusion, inequality and stigma experienced by people with intellectual 

disability. 

 

BOOK YOUR PLACE >  
 

 

 

New Perspectives 2017 - Social Inclusion master class 

Friday 27 October 10:00am - 4pm A$50 per seat, 

Free to La Trobe staff / Students 

Location: MEL Bundoora, Room: LIMS 1-205 

Dr Stacey Clifford Simplican gives this masterclass which takes as its starting point 

the continuing social exclusion of people with intellectual disabilities. It uses 

Democratic theory to interrogate the way social inclusion has been constructed 

and tries to understand why successive disability policies have failed to secure little 

more than increased community presence for people with intellectual disabilities. 

By reframing and broadening approaches to social inclusion, Clifford Simplican 

provides new approaches to thinking about interventions to support inclusion. 

  
 

BOOK YOUR PLACE >  

 

 

New Conversations in Challenging Behavior – a master class  

Tuesday 31 October 10:00am - 4pm $50 per seat, 

Free to La Trobe staff / Students 

Location: MEL Bundoora, Room: RLR-101 

Dr Stacey Clifford Simplican will lead discussion on how we might begin 

reconceptualizing challenging behavior. Disability studies scholars have much to 

offer interventionists, such as questioning the cultural meanings, media portrayals, 

and complex histories surrounding challenging behavior. Clifford Simplican will 

explore four approaches that address ethical problems posed by challenging 
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behavior including embracing neurodiversity, recognizing equality, seeing 

resistance, and loving redemption.  

 

BOOK YOUR PLACE >  
 

 

 

Viewing intellectual disability through different conceptual 

lenses  - a masterclass with Professor Jennifer Clegg 

Friday 03 November 10:00am - 4pm $50 per seat, 

Free to La Trobe staff / Students 

Location: MEL Bundoora, Room: RLR-101 

This master class is in two parts: Dedifferentiation, intended and the unintended 

consequences, and Portmanteau words that are commonly used in intellectual 

disability. 

 

Dedifferentiation. This session reviews research into the intended and the 

unintended consequences of the international policy of dedifferentiation in order to 

consider whether/when it may be more useful to maintain focus specifically on 

people with intellectual disabilities. 

 

Portmanteau The second part of this master class examines two Portmanteau 

words commonly used in intellectual disability. It invites consideration of the 

problems they generate, but also the problems they appear to address and how 

else they might be tackled. 

 

BOOK YOUR PLACE >  

 

 

To read longer descriptions, find locations and book tickets please visit the LiDs 

website events page   
 

 

 

 

Just published... 
 

 

 

LiDs researchers have just published 

a paper that investigates the 

experiences of people with 

communication disabilities using a rail 

network in Victoria, Australia to identify 

the barriers they encountered. 

The study is open access.  

 

 

Dr Lisa Chaffey has jointly published a 

scoping review as part of ongoing 

research on a peer education program 

for people with spinal cord injury in Fiji. 

We received grants to conduct the 

research from La Trobe Asia, and La 

Trobe University Institute for Human 

Security and Social Change.  
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LiDs researchers are part of a team 

that has just published a paper 

summarising what we have learnt 

about ways to deliver support for 

decision making from looking at five 

years of pilot programs across 

Australia.  

The paper is open access  

 

 

You may have seen the tweet about 

two ways life stories have been used 

in our research. David Henderson's 

extract from 'A day in my shoes' in IDA 

news and @k_dcruz's LiDs Seminar 

on the experience of narrative 

storytelling for adults with acquired 

brain injury".  

 

 

 

LiDs Researchers recently presented four of our major projects to an invited 

audience of La Trobe University research industry partners as a part of La Trobe 

Research Week on 31 August. The four posters are below, click each to see larger 

versions on the LiDs Website.  
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